Although primarily associated today with B movies and IMAX headgear, 3-D viewing technology has a very long history. As early as 1677, German writer Johann Christoph Kohlhans described how equipping a common camera obscura with a convex lens gave a pictured object the appearance of being “before one’s naked eye in width, breadth, familiarity and distance.” By 1692, William Molyneux of Dublin could write as if this three-dimensional effect were already well known. “Pieces of Perspective,” he said of architectural views, “appear very Natural and strong through Convex Glasses duly apply’d.” Yet despite the vivid description by these students of optics, contemporary instrument sellers did not promote the use of convex lenses for picture-viewing, and print sellers did nothing to advertise perspective views as particularly suited for use with lenses. The 3-D phenomenon was known across Europe, but it was neither popularly disseminated nor commercially exploited.

All of this changed in the 1740s when convex lenses and perspective prints became packaged together as consumer goods in England. The first 3-D gadget craze developed around a manufactured lenticular device commonly referred to today as the zograscope. Between the mid-1740s and the mid-1750s, zograscopes and zograscope prints appeared regularly in English magazine copy and newspaper advertisements, as did hundreds of different engraved, hand-colored images designed for use with the device. Curiously, almost every one of the known engravings from that period has the same subject. Zograscope prints depict the manmade environment, particularly urban topography.

Why was this early incarnation of three-dimensional viewing so relentlessly invested in cosmopolitan views—in cities, buildings, and gardens—rather than in natural scenery, or the wide range of subjects tapped by painting and other graphic genres? What made the relationship between the public subject matter and the domestic practice of zograscopic viewing so attractive? The answer lies with the social function of the device: The zograscope enabled its users to think of themselves as individuals participating
together in the larger sphere of polite society. To the newspapers, correspondence, novels, and conversation commonly held up as instruments of polite society, the zograscope offers a crucial nonverbal complement. By creating a three-dimensional space for viewers that was both domestic and public, zograscopes allowed users intricately to develop a new relationship between privacy and the public sphere. Zograscopes provided a model for seeing public space as generic, neutral “polite” space.

By the 1760s, although they were still being sold in large numbers in England, zograscope views fell out of the spotlight. They had gone from being a topic of discussion in the previous decade to being an ordinary amusement not worthy of polite society’s comment. It was around that time that the production and consumption of zograscope images seem to have developed in France, Germany, and Italy, but never with the same brief intensity and limited subject matter as they had first had in England.3

The Viewing Device

The essential component of a zograscope is a convex lens at least three inches in diameter, with a focal distance of about an arm’s length. The lens refracts the light rays coming from each point on the print being viewed so that rather than seeming to originate on the surface of the paper, they arrive at the eyes almost parallel to each other, as if originating from a much greater distance. Spherical aberration around the edges of the lens and juxtaposed patches of bright color on the print itself further disrupt normal depth cues. These disruptions combine to create the perception of three-dimensional picture space known as stereopsis.4 The single view stretches into depth, with the individual figures, carriages, and trees in the image still flat, but apparently distanced from each other.

In the eighteenth century, the lens of the zograscope was usually suspended vertically in front of a mirror that was inclined at a 45-degree angle, and the whole assembly either mounted on a stand or inside a box that could be placed upon a parlor table (figure 1.1). Instead of looking through the lens directly at a print, the viewer looked at the reflection (in the flat mirror) of the refraction (through the curved lens). The fact that the scene and caption would appear in reverse with this arrangement appears not to have bothered viewers in England, at least not enough for deliberately reversed prints (with reversed captions) to be produced in great numbers, as they were somewhat later in France, Germany, Italy, and elsewhere. Once placed before the zograscope, the earliest three-dimensional images left their captions behind.
Figure 1.1 Eighteenth-century zograscope and print from the Adler Planetarium, Chicago.
Virtual Reality and “Polite Society”

Above all, eighteenth-century sources emphasized the lifelikeness of zograscope views. William Emerson praised the zograscope for its ability to put viewers inside a summer scene, even on a winter’s day. Henrietta Knight, Lady Luxborough, felt the same way, and she wrote in 1748 that she preferred experiencing London with her zograscope, because it made the place come to life without her having actually to visit a city of which she was not very fond. Both Knight and Emerson, then, were describing the visual aspects of what is today called “virtual reality,” a space that is enacted technologically and perceived by viewers but that exists nowhere on its own. The term virtual describes something intangible but real in its effect, as in “virtual image” in optics, “virtual memory” in computing, and in keeping with Wolfgang Iser’s use of the term, the “virtual” literary work produced when reader and text converge. The zograscope view does not exist on a piece of paper or on the lens, but is a simulacrum that only comes into being in the viewer’s visual cortex.

Like the virtual image produced by the nineteenth-century stereoscope, the zograscope view does not have an original elsewhere; it is created then and there, and exists only in the moment that viewer and viewing device come together. This places the zograscope ahead of its time according to Jonathan Crary’s chronology in Techniques of the Observer, where a purely mechanical “camera obscura model” of vision characterizes the eighteenth century. Not until early nineteenth-century discoveries about persistence of vision and other physiological elements of optics, he writes, was it possible for viewers to consider a virtual image as a form of reality rather than as an irrelevant deception. For Crary, the stereoscope exemplifies this new conception of vision. Should his model be pushed back in time so that the optically similar zograscope can play the hero instead? Tempting as it is, the answer is no. The zograscope of 1750 did not provide a new dominant model of seeing; it provided a different way for a limited group of people, the men and women who considered themselves members of polite society, to visualize public space.

The imagined (but not imaginary) community of polite society knew no physical boundary. By self-definition it was not confined to particular neighborhoods, cities, or countries, but rather existed within a conceptual boundary as the group of relatively well off, educated, decorous people of good character. Much has been written in recent years about the emergence of this category, its independence from monarchical or ecclesiastical structures, and the difficulty of assigning it a precise boundary and name. What I call
polite society here would be termed the “public sphere constituted by private people” in Jürgen Habermas’s canonical text. I prefer the word “polite” because it was used by contemporaries to set themselves apart, but unlike “the Republic of Letters” (also used at the time) it does not imply a verbal medium for doing so. Newspapers, correspondence, conversation, art criticism, and novels are often cited as means through which people came to think of themselves as individuals participating together in polite society. The zograscope provided a uniquely visual guide for the same subjectivity.

Zograscope views provided a spatial understanding in which space can be theorized as a neutral thing, apart from discourses of authenticity or narrative. By creating a virtual space that was domestic and public at the same time, zograscope views allowed observers to imagine a new relationship with the nondomestic world around them. Bodily experience grounded in the fullness of sights, sounds, smells, and jostling in the streets was too earthy and all-inclusive for a self-conception as polite society. Instead, zograscope views told a story of public space as available, accessible, dynamic, and vibrant, but controllable, clean, and polite. In this story, streets, squares, parks, and church interiors were spaces for unhindered physical movement and expansive vision, not static, deep, particular experience. It was a new modern geography, made visible by the zograscope in its presentation of generalized open space as something three-dimensionally real.

A New Kind of Print

Advertisements reveal that before the late 1740s, publishers conceived of prints in three ways. At one end of the spectrum, they had value as collectible items for connoisseurs, where they would be stored in portfolios to be admired and discussed for their subject matter and artistic merits. In a more utilitarian way, prints could serve as wall decoration, either framed behind glass, or pasted on walls with decorative borders as a kind of wallpaper. Lastly, some prints were little more than amusing throwaways: souvenirs of a public event, comic scenes, miscellaneous designs for children, and so on, which peddlers might buy in bulk from a map- and printseller to sell again at fairs or in the streets. Zograscope views appeared on the scene as a fourth type of print, one that was not meant for connoisseurs’ portfolios, nor to be hung on a wall, nor for children to play with. Zograscope prints, instead, were spectacular or “curious” scenes for adults. Not fine enough to collect as art, but not cheap enough to be children’s playthings, they still do not fall into the remaining category of wall decoration. A Mr. Mear made a similar point when he divided his customers into three groups by “Taste,” those who “want Prints for Furniture,” those who want prints “to colour for the Diagonal and Concave Glasses,” and those “who are forming a Collection or Cabinet of Prints.”
The additional explanation zograscope prints received in advertisements attests to the
newness of the device. Collectors did not need to be told how to store or display their
fine-art prints, or what the experience of looking at them was like. The aesthetic value of
fine-art prints for collectors was already understood. The zograscope experience, on the
contrary, was unknown except perhaps to people interested in natural philosophy who
had read optics treatises or attended public lectures. Hence, map- and printsellers in-
cluded tempting tidbits in their advertisements, which surely a
ffected observers’ expec-
tations. “These Prospects viewed in a Concave Glass have a surprising Appearance,”
wrote S. Austen and W. H. Toms, with three little stars setting o
ff the phrase. Thomas
Bakewell said his eight prints, when seen with a zograscope, “have a greater Effect than
any Thing every [sic] yet done.”

The earliest mention of prints for use with a zograscope appeared in the St. James’s
Evening Post for 2 to 4 April 1747. References to zograscope views increased rapidly af-
fter that. The number of newspaper advertisements peaked in 1749, the same year the
Gentleman’s Magazine described zograscope viewing. Then in 1750 and 1751, the Gentle-
man’s Magazine explicitly included four zograscope views in each annual volume, saying in
the list of plates that “Those marked with a Star, if coloured, will make very good Objects
for the Optic Machine, or the Concave Mirrour.” By 1753, a stand-alone catalog of zog-
rascope views had appeared, naming over two hundred prints in Robert Sayer’s stock.

Publisher John Bowles saw fit to invest in the new format and point of view for at least
sixteen pictures of ostensibly the same subjects around 1750, even though his earlier
plates were still perfectly usable, as demonstrated when twenty-two plates from his 1731
catalog appeared in the 1754–1755 edition of Stow’s Survey of London. A plate like the
1731 catalog entry The Monument on Fishstreet-Hill, erected in commemoration of the Fire of
London, 1666 (engraved by Sutton Nicholls), which is in portrait orientation, with ban-
ners in the sky, and the edifice itself blocking the recession into depth, could not be sold
to consumers hungry for zograscope views (figure 1.2). John Bowles’s new version of
the plate, called The Monument in memory of the conflagration 1666 in his 1753 catalog,
is markedly different (figure 1.3). Oriented in landscape format, it has the standard 11 ×
17-inch dimensions of a zograscope view, and the title now appears in the lower margin,
where it will not interfere with the three-dimensional illusion. Most important, the vi-
usal emphasis has shifted away from the monument itself in order to draw attention to the
swath cut into the picture space by the wide street, with its orderly parade of unremark-
able traffic. A similar opening up of space can be seen in the other new Bowles plates.
Figure 1.2  Sutton Nicholls, *The Monument*, first published 1731, this impression 1754. Photo courtesy of The Newberry Library.
Robert Sayer, Mrs. Beckett, Mr. Watkins, and W. Harbet took care to reassure potential customers that their views, which could be used as wall decoration, were also “delightful for the concave and Diagonal Mirrors, and are allow’d by Connoissures to excel for either Purpose.” Clearly, true connoisseurs would neither need nor want a newspaper advertisement to instruct them in their purchases. Instead, the wording directs itself to people who aspired to a more cultured existence, and were willing to be convinced that a “Diagonal Mirror,” or zograscope, was part of the kit.

The Subject Matter

Although conversation pieces, idyllic rural scenes, portraits, and histories were all well represented in the visual arts of the period, they did not appear in commercial zograscope
There is no technological reason this should be the case, since even a portrait would appear in 3-D with the device, as Benjamin Martin made clear when describing the effect a few years before the zograscope craze got underway. “The Cheeks are protuberant, the Nose projects, the Eyebrows overhang . . . and the Lips are about to speak,” he wrote in 1740. Nevertheless, only views were printed for the zograscope in England in the 1750s, and almost all of these views depicted places in and around the great cities of Europe.

Approximately half of the zograscope prints listed in John Bowles and Son’s 1753 catalog showed scenes that are clearly urban, such as streets and rivers busy with traffic, groups of buildings, and cathedral interiors. The other half mostly showed landscaped gardens with geometrically laid-out walks populated by small well-dressed figures. They emphatically did not show sentimental rural scenes, bucolic peasants, or other “natural” types we might think of as the antithesis of urban. The so-called “parks” in this nonurban category were well-tended enclaves within London, like St. James’s Park and Green Park, not vast hunting parks available only to aristocrats.

All two hundred and eighty-five zograscope prints advertised in London newspapers between 1747 and 1753 (after which time the number of new views fell dramatically) showed scenes in Western Europe. British scenes dominated, with more views of London and environs than of the rest of Britain put together. Views of Italy came next, primarily Venice and Rome. The twenty-three plates in the 1750 volume of the Gentleman’s Magazine show that the scarcity of other subjects in zograscope views was not because other subjects were beyond the realm of possibility for engravings at the time. The four plates in this volume, which “make very good Objects for the Optic Machine, or the Concave Mirrour,” were typical of zograscope prints in that they showed modern places in Western Europe: two church interiors in London, a view of Fontainbleau (figure 1.4), and a view in Florence. The nonzograscope plates in the volume, however, showed a range of exoticism, erudition, and drama: African princes, antiquities, a snarling tiger, and an eruption of Mount Vesuvius engulfing whole towns in fire.

The generic sameness of the public, polite subject matter in zograscope views necessarily excluded specific images of Continental high culture, the experience of which was one of the ostensible points of a Grand Tour. The “Grand Duke’s Gallery” in Florence, more commonly known today as the Uffizi, was shown only from the outside, as part of a streetscape. The ruins of the Coliseum, which signified Rome and Classical civilization in Grand Tour portraits of Englishmen, did not appear in English zograscope views from the same period. The garden and the exterior of Versailles, which could be balanced by
views of English gardens and palaces, were shown, but the inimitable Hall of Mirrors, seen later in French zograscope views, never appeared.20

The subjects of zograscope views allowed Britain to be on a cultural par with Europe, with greater London and a few estate gardens standing for modernity and civilization, while Scotland and Wales were nearby adjuncts providing quaint castles and ruins. John Bowles and Son cross-listed their four general views of London among the zograscope views of “European” cities, but not their views of Edinburgh and Glasgow in Scotland.21 As for England’s provincial cities, the only one advertised as a zograscope view in the newspaper is Chester, which John Boydell cast as an “antient” [sic] walled city on the Welsh border, with three Welsh castles completing the picture set. Map- and printsellers’
catalogs added Oxford, Cambridge, Portsmouth, Worcester, and Newmarket to the tally of provincial towns, but a total of five provincial towns pales next to the sixty-seven in Samuel and Nathaniel Buck’s contemporary series of views, not for use with a zograscope. Even though urban polite society existed outside London, London set the standard, and represented it alone in zograscope views. Zograscope views did not survey all the spaces and places of Britain; they showcased a certain idea of its public space as polite and worthy of its Continental cultural rivals.

The zograscope world circa 1750 excluded references to global trade and exploration. In Bristol, R. Darbyshire sold zograscope views printed in London, but none of these would have shown the important port city that was his home. Industrial areas like Birmingham, Newcastle, and Norwich do not appear, although their mines, mills and machines are subjects of nonzograscope prints at the time. The people who sold maps and views of current events from the War of the Austrian Succession sold zograscope views at the same time, but zograscope views almost never showed war-related sites. Trade, politics, and industry, subjects that were inappropriately businesslike for polite conversation, were also inappropriate for virtual reality viewing in the 1740s and 1750s.

Similarly, sentimental scenes did not appear in English zograscope views. The same cannot be said for Continental zograscope views, which included subjects like prisoners confined in St. Pierre, or episodes from the story of the Prodigal Son. The absence of such subjects in English views must therefore have been due to something other than their suitability for the optics of the zograscope. Joseph Highmore’s retelling of Samuel Richardson’s Pamela, which appeared as a series of prints in 1745, shows that the print medium itself was perfectly suitable to sentimental subjects in England at the time. These prints were not adapted for use with a zograscope, however, and the same holds true for any number of other sentimental prints. Zograscope views were not about sentiment. They were about politeness. English zograscope views depicted those polite places that were suited to neutral public sociability.

In other words, zograscope views exhibited an emotional detachment in their subject matter, and even when they did venture into locations that might seem more picturesque or sensational, those locations tended to be outside England, and outside what became known as the sublime aesthetic. Dramatic, moody prints of England’s Peak and Lake Districts, although published in the 1740s and 1750s, were not advertised for use with a zograscope until the late 1760s, well after zograscopes ceased being new media. The curiosity cabinets of eighteenth-century England may have housed exotica, but zograscope views seen by the same people were unashamedly familiar. In contrast, the stereographs...
of the nineteenth and early twentieth century (see chapter 5) routinely pictured the exotic, hinting suggestively at a later coincidence of stereopsis and imperialist desire.

**Zograscope Views and the Mapping of Space**

More than being depictions of the public places of polite society described above, zograscope views can be considered mappings of polite public space. Eighteenth-century England saw the urban streets increasingly differentiated by function, with distinct thoroughfares, promenades, shopping streets, and back alleys. Zograscope views helped define the polite and public side of the new urban demarcations, and the polite and public side of their rural counterparts. The ostensible subjects of individual prints are specific public “places,” which become generic public “spaces” through the sense of volume and distance brought about by the zograscope. Zograscopes brought this new kind of space indoors, where it could be seen virtually, within the private space of the domestic interior.

“Public” in the context of polite sociability does not mean available to all persons, but available to those men and women considered to be the “right” kind of people. For example, when the *Gentleman’s Magazine* first appeared early in 1731, it carried the full title *Gentleman’s Magazine or Trader’s Monthly Intelligencer*. By 1733, the word *Trader’s* had been dropped, not because the contents did not appeal to traders, but because in order to appeal to them, they had to be tacitly subsumed within the category “gentlemen.” Similarly, the full-titles of printsellers’ catalogs addressed “Gentlemen” as the people who would buy prints to keep for their collections, while the same prints were for “Merchants for Exportation, and Shopkeepers to Sell Again.” This does not mean that merchants and shopkeepers did not buy prints to keep, but that when they did so, they played the role of gentleman, not merchant or shopkeeper. These categories could even cross gender lines to a degree. Prints for the genteel handicraft of japanning were specifically designated “for ladies” within a catalog text not because other prints were unsuitable for women, but because trimming and varnishing prints for ornamentation was coded “elite female” in the same way that buying prints in bulk and reselling them at a higher price was coded “middle-class male” (merchant or shopkeeper). By buying (or at least viewing) zograscope views, women and men were participating in an activity implicitly coded “polite society,” where no reference could be made to gender or profession in the advertising copy.
Categories that had formerly been perceived as fixed and innate became fluid, inher-
ing in the same person at different times depending on the occasion. For a broadly based
commercial society to function, a less hierarchical, less regimented, but still rule-bound
way of relating in society had to develop, and in the 1740s and 1750s in England, the cat-
egory of the “polite” took this role. In order to enter the category of polite individuals
in public space, a person had to meet both the monetary admission cost where applicable
(e.g., one shilling at Vauxhall Gardens), and the qualitative admission cost by dressing ap-
propriately, knowing how to make suitable light conversation with other polite individu-
als, and remaining politely detached from his or her surroundings. For literate people
with a certain amount of leisure time who wanted a model or guide to polite standards,
numerous books and magazines showed the way through words. Zograscope views con-
veyed standards of politeness in relation to public space through images.

Acts of mapping are acts of visualizing, conceptualizing, recording, representing and cre-
ating spaces graphically. It is this living relationship between the observer and the zogra-
scope view that I consider to be “mapping,” in that it allows for the active simulation of
space, not just its passive representation. The history of maps is a technical matter,
whereas the history of mapping is a matter of examining on the one hand what it is about
a culture that determines what a map will look like, and on the other, what the map comes
to mean to people in use. In the case of zograscope views, the culture in question can be
described as a group of private persons coming to think of themselves as part of a single
public, the emerging bourgeois public sphere described by Jürgen Habermas and Richard
Sennett, for which I am using the contemporary term polite society. Habermas describes culture at the time as something that ceased being part of church
court spheres and instead became commodified for the public who “as readers, lis-
teners, and spectators, could avail themselves via the market of the objects that were sub-
ject to discussion.” This rational discussion of cultural objects among private individuals
as part of a larger public helped shape that public, beginning, in the case of England, in
the coffee houses of the late seventeenth century. In Habermas’s chronology, the press and
professionally written criticism took over the institutional role of coffee houses from
about 1750. Also from about 1750, as David Solkin has convincingly shown, painting in
and of the public sphere functioned this way, as both a site and an object for discussion. Zograscope views can be understood the same way, as another example of the visual arts
playing a role as a commodity available for discussion. Simply restating Solkin’s case with
a new set of examples misses the unique power of the zograscope, however. Zograscope views could do something visual that other objects and images could not.

In Solkin’s mid-century examples, emphasis mostly falls on reading and speaking, only it is images, not printed words, that are being read. Solkin writes that paintings of low and “popular” scenes on display in Vauxhall Gardens were understood by visitors as amusing depictions of what they themselves were not, and paintings on display at the Foundling Hospital were understood as discourses on sympathy. In other words, the pictures were read; the various pictorial elements acted like words in a sentence, where there is necessarily a time delay in grasping the story, since it takes at least a moment or two to figure out what the picture is “about.” Focusing on the narrative element like this leaves aside the uniquely visual aspect of images. Namely, there is something visceral and instant about a visual object that can be exemplified by the difference between the meaning of the sequence of words on a page, and the meaning of the layout and typeface of those words. Zograscope views in this light are not commodifications of “culture” in the artistic sense, but commodifications of space, the space in which “culture” exists and proceeds.

As Geographer David Harvey generalizes:

Social relations are always spatial and exist within a certain produced framework of spatialities. Put another way, social relations are, in all respects, mappings of some sort, be they symbolic, figurative, or material. The organization of social relations demands a mapping so that people know their place. . . . From this it follows that the production of spatial relations . . . is a production of social relations and to alter one is to alter the other.38

It was precisely in this sense that the new zograscope views mapped a new spatial relationship, one that accorded with the emerging, constitutive needs of polite society. The relationship between individuals and public space in polite society must be a relationship of spectator and spectacle, not participant and activity.39 Sites become distanced and neutral sights. Zograscope views provided a model for experiencing space with the same distancing from personal and particular circumstances. Tiny, anonymous people appear over and over in the same kind of vast cosmopolitan spaces.

In order for polite space to come into people’s consciousness, it has to first be described, or be made describable.40 Zograscopes had a super-descriptive quality: The kind of description necessary was qualitative and referred less to the specific place involved than to the type of space that specific place ought to occupy. A particular site might already be
known to the observer through having visited or done business there, or through preconceived notions from literature; zograscope views worked to counter this knowledge by removing sites from their physical, historical, or literary contexts and allowing them to be regrouped as interchangeable components of a set. Instead of describing a particular place, zograscope views describe a particular kind of space, mapping it out so that a specific lived-in site can be understood as a generic, distanced sight. That is, zograscope views participated in a construction of knowledge about space, knowledge of how public space could be rendered appropriate for polite society.41 Only a neutral and “empty” kind of space, such as the narrative-free yet apparently real space of the zograscope view, met the requirements of the eighteenth-century discourse of politeness, a point that requires some expansion on the meanings of space and place and their relationship to virtual reality and to mapping.

Space can be conceived of in two related ways, one static, and the other dynamic. The difference between the two can be seen in the adjectival form each takes: spacious for the static aspect, and spatial for the dynamic. Place, in contrast, is always only static and particular. Differences in language and vocabulary complicate the issue. For instance, the French translation of Habermas’s Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit renders the title L’Espace public and uses the words espace and sphère interchangeably in the text, although Habermas does not address the issue of abstract, spacious space as such, a kind of space that is central to zograscope views and difficult to articulate in German.42 Michel de Certeau, for his part, contrasts espace and lieu, translated as space and place respectively, in The Practice of Everyday Life, yet his concept of abstract space is spatial only, not spacious.43 Writing in English, David Harvey uses space in both senses, but does not recognize their difference.44 Distinguishing between “spacious” space, “spatial” space, and particular “place” might seem to be little more than arcane word-play, but examining zograscope views in terms of these distinctions reveals what is unique about them, and what made them so appropriate to the needs of commercial society operating under a code of politeness circa 1750.

Space as spacious is open and abstract. It carries the illusion of neutrality in its emptiness and sense of distance. In contrast with this kind of space, a place is particular, engaged, sometimes even personified. Place is always full, although its particular contents will vary from perceiver to perceiver. As a fullness, “place” is incompatible with eighteenth-century notions of politeness. Politeness requires “delicacy” and an avoidance of all that would seem indecent.45 It requires spaciousness in which an appropriate distance from particulars can be achieved and maintained. The superficiality of the subject matter
and clarity of composition in zograscope views fits this standard, but such polite banality
would have been equally apparent in the prints had the zograscope never appeared.
Rather, the polite spaciousness that is mapped in zograscope views comes from the era-
sure of the print surface altogether. The enacted zograscope view with its blurry margins
and stereoptic effect is not an image of width-wise expanse, in the manner of a map or
panoramic view, but an image of expansion into depth. Thus zograscope views can map
space as spacious in ways other pictures cannot, and it is the spaciousness, brought about
by the optics of the device in relation to human vision, which aligns the image with “po-
liness,” allowing the zograscope view to participate in the rhetoric of politeness at a
deeper level than the subject matter and composition of the print seen with the naked eye.

To illustrate what I mean about politeness through spaciousness, consider the di-
ference between a conventional map of a site and a painting of the same. The conventional
map abstracts space into a flat “footprint,” making the map a schematic representation
of the specific place in question. Space and ease-of-movement on the map can be rep-
resented by widening the footprint of streets and canals in relation to the buildings’ foot-
prints, but this map remains two-dimensional, without a sense of volume. It is
compressed into a flat surface, seen from above.

A painting of the same site, on the other hand, does acknowledge the volumetric qual-
ity of space, and represents it through linear perspective. It can only be a representation
of space, though, not a simulation or mapping of space. Imagine an actual eighteenth-
century painting, with light glistening off the varnish, perhaps some feathery touches of
pale paint stroked on top as highlights, and visible brushstrokes in areas where the paint
is thick. The very fact that it is made of paint means that this picture will always be a sur-
face, and not a space. It bears both the weight of the physical material with which it is
made and the immediate physical traces of an individual’s hand. Therefore it is too obvi-
ously material and too obviously connected with the bravura performance of an artist to
be an instance of the trifling, unceremonious, easy detachment that defined politeness.

A similar argument about materiality of surfaces could be made for a print of the same
site. The paint is translucent watercolor rather than heavy oils, so now it is the texture of
the paper and the graphological quality of the engraving rather than the brushstrokes and
pigment that call attention to the two-dimensionality of the representation. This argu-
ment holds true only as long as the print is seen with normal vision, though. As soon as it
is seen through a zograscope, the picture surface dissolves into three-dimensional space.
Instead of the ideal one-eyed observer who must gaze fixedly at a scene, the observer be-
comes a living two-eyed being who can freely glance at different parts of the scene with-
out destroying the illusion of depth. By erasing the surface of the image, the zograscope both creates spaciousness and allows the observer to relate to it with natural vision, at a polite distance, in a free and easy way.

Unlike spaciousness, the dynamic spatiality of space cannot be conceived of as an empty volume. Michel de Certeau writes of this kind of space that it is “composed of intersections of mobile elements” or “actuated by the ensemble of movements deployed within it.” Put in more concrete terms, he says “space is a practiced place. Thus the street geometrically defined by urban planning is transformed into a space by walkers” (emphasis in the original). De Certeau’s dynamic, living space cannot exist in a single eighteenth-century print seen without a zograscope. Without the zograscope, the image necessarily has the static “being there” of a place in de Certeau’s terms. A set of zograscope views, on the other hand, begins to shift the images from place toward space, creating the neither-here-nor-there actuality of “mapping,” which de Certeau does not address as such, but which his terminology can help illuminate.

Consider the contrasting pairs de Certeau uses to characterize place versus space as two different ways of relating to the known world:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLACE</th>
<th>SPACE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>seeing</td>
<td>going</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>map</td>
<td>tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identified</td>
<td>actualized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In respect to de Certeau’s model, zograscope views are an amalgam of place and space, combining characteristics from both sides of what was for him a theoretically absolute divide. With the zograscope, the images are a form of “actualized” “seeing,” bringing a type of space to life rather than “identifying” a particular site (place), yet the space can be moved through only up to the limit of the picture’s borders. As an arrangement of sites in series, they constitute an itinerary for visually “touring” polite geography (spatial), not a single “map” where sites are simultaneously present, in parallel (place). In their virtual reality mode, zograscope views are not fixed statements that can exist like a “map,” apart from the observer (whose visual cortex creates the illusion), but only exist in relation to the person doing the seeing, like a “tour.” Yet as a finite set of images, zograscope views provide what de Certeau would consider a maplike sense of place. This allows zograscope views to map space as “polite” according to eighteenth-century understandings of the
Overbearing sensationalism and overbearing rationalism are both avoided because the relationship with the observer is limited and dynamic at the same time.

Taking the monument in Fish Street as an example again, one can see how walking in the street and zograscopically viewing the street both create space, but only the zograscope space is polite, in the mid-eighteenth-century sense. When actually walking along the street depicted in figure 1.3, the experience that creates the space is tied to the various bodily sensations of feeling feet on paving stones, hearing church bells, smelling the passing horses. The zograscope view of Fish Street, however, limits the actualization of the site to the polite realm. The body’s sense-perception remains safely within domestic space—the feel of feet on carpet, the sound of pages turning, the scent of tea—while the eyes and mind can contemplate Fish Street and the Monument as a public, active space.

In addition to the physicality of the body being in Fish Street, the experience of actually walking there is tied to the walker’s trajectory. Where you are going, and where you have been is inevitably part of the experience. Thus the “actualized” space when walking down the street includes not only the immediate sight, sound, smell, taste, and feel of being there, but the memory of personal, idiosyncratic sensations from what you have passed (a friend’s home, an accident in the roadway . . .) and the anticipation of arriving at your destination. Such a saturated experience is inappropriate to the aesthetic of politeness, a problem rectified in zograscope viewing, where the trajectory is not a seamless series of particular and ever-changing places transformed into spatial space by walking. It is a series of discrete prints that can be viewed in any order, with the same generic perspective taken up by the observer again and again. The view of the Monument might be seen as one of a group of thoroughfares, or a group of landmarks, or just a random grouping of prints in the order in which they happen to have been put back in their box. A zograscope image is not a deep understanding of a particular place, but one of many interchangeable components in a system that can collectively be thought of as polite public space. Space itself is being commodified.

Nor are mid-eighteenth-century English zograscope views narratives in the common meaning of the term. A mid-eighteenth-century view of a church interior, for instance, would never show a service in progress, nor would it draw attention to the actions of particular figures. The people in such prints tend to be small, positioned in groups of two or three, chatting with each other, gazing at the architecture, or sometimes unobtrusively giving and receiving alms. Views of palaces do not feature members of the royal family but rather show anonymous figures from a distance, going about their business or enjoy-
ing the vistas. Catholic pageantry is absent from St. Peter’s in Rome. The Lord Mayor’s coach might appear outside the Mansion House in London, but his presence is neither visible in the print nor mentioned in its caption. There is no obvious story or moral to be had in the print itself, just a view of a public site in an objective, impersonal, and therefore polite mode. The only story told is one of space.

Zograscope views take many different places—a Scottish castle, a Roman piazza, a London church, a Paris bridge—and cast them all into the same kind of generic space. The prints’ captions give little information other than the name of the city and the principal buildings depicted. The point of the captions is to familiarize the sites in a general way, without spelling out political and historical details like the captions of Bucks’ views or describing actual events in the scene, which could create a narrative with overt appeal to the depths of heart or mind. Observers actualize this space through the natural eye movements of normal distance-vision while manipulating the zograscope and prints on the table in front of them. The spaces depicted are thus rendered polite, uniform, real, and manageable. The new kind of space is distanced from the observer, yet the observer is still implicated thanks to his or her involvement in arranging the prints and realizing the simulation. Public space is rendered palatable for domestic consumption.

A month after the fact, Peter Brookes and Robert Sayer advertised their zograscope view of the Green Park fireworks in celebration of the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle as something that would provide “a just Idea of the Structure, and its Situation, as well as the Performance itself.”

Given that the “performance itself” had ended prematurely when a charge misfired, engulfing the structure in flames and sending the carefully orchestrated light show to a chaotic and sudden conclusion, the last part of the advertisement reads more like a disincentive to buy. However, a “just idea” of the performance need not be a retelling of the narrative of events (although I do not wish to suggest that Brookes and Sayer actually thought this through when placing the advertisement in the newspaper). In the same way that a portrait photo taken from an unsympathetic angle in unflattering light may not “do justice” to the sitter, while another (even if highly retouched) will, the justice of the zograscope view of the fireworks is that it shows public space as it ought to be perceived. That is, a zograscope view of the fireworks shows a public display in the familiarity of a private, domestic setting, where it can be simultaneously made real and placed at a polite distance.

Little evidence about actual viewing practices from the 1740s and 1750s survives, but because the lens lets only one pair of eyes at a time see the illusion, and because the zograscope was simple to set up, we can infer that they were often viewed alone, or in small
groups. Lady Luxborough writes of “an optical glass which I have lately purchased” as something where she herself places the prints in the machine, and she makes no mention of other people being with her. Although zograscope views provided a spectacular vision of public space, they were something to be experienced in a private setting, either alone or in small groups. Like the novel, magazine, and newspaper, zograscope views brought public spaces to individuals in a private setting. Also like the novel, magazine, and newspaper, the zograscope did not attempt a total isolation of the individual from his or her surroundings. Although important for the illusion of depth in the picture, “immersion” in the virtual reality sense was not enhanced to the degree it could have been with the zograscope. Bordering the prints in black did isolate the illusory scene within the field of view when looking through the lens of the zograscope, but common stand-type and book-type zograscopes did not seal the print away from the rest of the room. Drawing-room observers manipulated the prints themselves. They may even have been the ones who added color to the views, using paints sold ready-prepared for coloring prints at home. There was no hiding the constructedness of the illusion.

Observers claimed that seeing a zograscope view was like having “the Life itself be there,” but it should be emphasized that it was like having the life itself be there under controlled circumstances, set off for contemplation by the wonders of the modern scientific instrument. A simulation not only creates an effect, it also isolates that effect and brings it forth for examination. It is for this reason that the zograscope view and zograscope viewing had to maintain a link with the domestic interior. The zograscope produced specimens of virtually real space that exemplified polite detachment from personal particulars yet did not require arcane aesthetic knowledge to understand. They could be talked about naturally and easily in terms of optical effects (zograscopes figure prominently in both the catoptrics and dioptrics sections of popular science texts at the time), in terms of the sites depicted, and in terms of the group of sites as a whole.

It is in this last respect, as items making up a visual collection, that the final piece of the puzzle allowing zograscope views to generate an understanding of polite public space falls into place. By compiling and dividing into individual views a theoretically finite number of polite public spaces in Western Europe, each in the same horizontal format on a half-sheet of paper, a set of zograscope views was a collection of like things. Devoid of the sentimental properties of a souvenir, except in rare cases where the observer did happen to have purchased the print when visiting the site depicted, they could be arranged and rearranged to create something new. Zograscope views were examples of the kind of space one ought to know about, divided up into equivalent units for ease of understand-
ing and integrated by the observer into a whole. Unlike souvenirs, where the gaps be-
tween the objects that make up the “story” are filled in by the individual’s particular mem-
ories, thoughts, and desires, the emptiness of the gaps between zograscope views were
integral to the experience. They encouraged the observer to perceive the prints with the
discreteness and detachment of politeness instead of as a seamless narrative.

Conclusion

In theory, constructing knowledge of space by emptying places of previous associations,
then filling the resulting empty space with new values, will create a new place.54 In prac-
tice, polite space would always exhibit a tension between abstract ideals and actual
human impulses.55 A writer in the World (19 December 1754) pointed out with
tongue-in-cheek pragmatism, “It is not virtue that constitutes the politeness of a nation,
but the art of reducing vice to a system that does not shock society.” Specifically, certain
aspects of the world had to be concealed in order for polite society to function. Zog-
rascope views provided a model for this concealment by supplying polite society with
new mappings of space. They masked the individually specific experiences each person
had of a place in order to provide the illusion that there was one proper, detached, way
of experiencing space. They showed what kind of identity (of the many any one person
has) was appropriate in public: one that denied the immediacy and physicality of the
body, the actuality of sore feet while walking, of having to watch for traffic when cross-
ing the street, of losing one’s way. Conventional maps, which do a good job of showing a
territory as a single bounded entity, would be of little use to a community that does not
exist within territorial boundaries. Polite society needed a different kind of map, one that
set out and unified the kind of space involved. In accord with the needs of modern so-
ciety, this space appeared as an absolute structure that individuals could (ideally) under-
stand in the same way.56 More insidiously, perhaps, zograscope views naturalized the idea
that the domestic world (the space of the viewing) and the public world (the space of
the view) were related, but separate. In order for the political public sphere described by
Habermas to develop out of the bourgeois public sphere, it was necessary that the sepa-
ration be absolute and gendered, a change of mindset that the zograscope facilitated.

Zograscopes are sometimes portrayed as precursors of the cinema and television, in
that they presented an illusionistic image of one space to observers in another space.57
In a technological sense, this is undoubtedly true. It is also true of many later zograscope
images. However, unlike conventional cinema and television, nothing obviously happens
in English zograscope views circa 1750. The three-dimensional illusion of space and the limited subject matter, not an internal narrative, create the experience. In this experience, certain spaces are real—but-not-real, close at hand but at a distance, lifelike but without the personal identification and emotion that bring plays and novels, as well as cinema and television, to life.

Considering early zograscopes as part of cinema history also presumes that the zograscope view continued to develop along the same lines until eventually being replaced by a newer and better virtual reality device. In England, at least, this was not the case. After the 1750s, zograscope views suddenly disappeared from newspaper advertisements. The Universal Magazine made no more mention of them. The Gentleman's Magazine stopped promoting them. The Copper Plate Magazine (which issued numerous prints whose titles began “Perspective View of . . .” between 1774 and 1778) ignored them completely. When the Gentleman's Magazine for August 1765 included a view of Vauxhall Gardens almost identical to one published as a full-sized zograscope view in 1751 or 1752, the magazine’s title page called it “a beautiful Perspective view” of the garden, “elegantly engraved on Copper.” Had this plate appeared in the magazine fifteen years earlier, its suitability “for the Concave Mirror or optical Machine,” the formula given for perspective views in title pages from 1749 through 1751, would have been highlighted, not its beauty and elegance. Many people who owned zograscopes apparently continued to color the later Gentleman's Magazine plates for the devices on their own initiative, but the magazine had changed its editorial mien (always geared toward people who wished to be considered Gentlefolk) toward fine art aesthetics when publishing view prints.

Fashions in any age only last so long, and five or ten years of attention for the same kind of images in newspapers and magazines is quite a feat at a time of increasingly rapid change. The taste for “sentiment” that in some sense succeeded “politeness” happened to be incompatible with zograscope viewing, and although some publishers added sentimental genre scenes and landscapes to their catalogs of zograscope prints, the interposition of a viewing device between observer and image opposed the intimacy demanded by connoisseurs of sentiment. The needs of polite society had changed. Publisher John Boydell turned away from zograscope views completely after mid-century, intending instead to elevate the tone of English print culture with “Designs in Genteel Life” in emulation of French prints. Ironically, he had to turn from a native English genre to a French one in order to promote national pride, thanks to changing ideas about what counted as cultural achievement. Britain remained known for precision scientific instruments, but the link between optical instruments and images no longer had a cultural cachet.
Although Robert Wilkinson carried much of John Bowles’s stock of zograscope views on into the nineteenth century, often publishing them jointly with the firm of Bowles and Carver (successors to Carington Bowles, who had succeeded Thomas Bowles), Bowles and Carver’s 1795 catalog indicates that they added very few prints to their zograscope repertoire. Robert Laurie and James Whittle, successors to Robert Sayer, and in turn their successor, Richard Holmes Laurie (Robert’s son), did add some new zograscope views, notably sentimental genre scenes, specific episodes from the Napoleonic Wars, and classical landscapes. Five zograscope prints under the heading “Landscapes” appeared in Laurie and Whittle’s 1795 catalog: “The Travellers,” “The Fowlers,” “A Conversation,” “Rural Pleasure,” and “Wreeken Hill, Shropshire.”62 These five appeared as a group again in the 1824 catalog, along with two more: “Plundering Country Pheasants” and “Summer, Figures with a Cascade from Watteau.”63 Other new zograscope scenes in 1824 included “The Italian Fisherman,” “The Judgement of Midas,” “Returning from Market,” “The Journey,” and “The Repose.” And although the generic scenes of Paris engraved before 1750 reappeared, now they were joined by prints like “The entrance of his Majesty Louis XVIII into Paris, 3d May, 1814.” No longer mappings of polite public space, these new zograscope views (with the exception of “Wreeken Hill, Shropshire”) had narrative, not space, at their core.

Other zograscope prints departed from the mapping of space in a different direction, favoring high art landscape (but not high art virtuoso engraving technique) rather than narrative genre. Some time after 1824, Laurie added picturesque views of the Lake District to his catalog of zograscope prints, plus a group of “Twelve very Pleasing Landscapes” after paintings from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Prints after these paintings would have been available for use in 1750, but their picturesque subject matter made them inconceivable as zograscope views then.

New forms of virtual reality experiences arose toward the end of the eighteenth century, ones with very different relationships to public and private space than zograscopes had. In 1787, Robert Barker patented what soon became known as the “panorama,” a life-size wrap-around painted scene with the perspective calculated to make paying visitors feel they were seeing the real thing.64 Such spectacles served as a form of public entertainment, something vastly different from the private, protected viewing space of the zograscope. Likewise, from 1820 the Cosmorama—a permanent exhibition room with individual oil paintings exhibited behind a series of zograscope lenses set into a wall—became a public destination.65 The pictures spanned a range of subjects, related only by the observer’s movement from one to the next. Special lighting effects added fire,
gloom, or sunshine to the scenes. This emphasis on variety, sensationalism, and physical movement contrasted with mid-eighteenth-century zograscopes, where the experience involved seeing the same kinds of polite spaces over and over while seated or standing in someone’s home. The optical principles might have been the same. The experience of space was not.

Panoramas, Cosmoramas, Dioramas, Physioramas... the list of public spectacles whose illusion consisted of imagining oneself to be looking into real space could go on right up to the cinema, bringing in small-scale nineteenth-century persistence of vision devices like the zoptrope, phenakistoscope, and praxinoscope along the way. The point here, though, has not been to place zograscope views into a seamless chronology of new media. It has been to describe the very particular role of zograscopes in England in the years around 1750. When stereoscopes came to public attention in the middle of the nineteenth century (see chapter 5) they encompassed a new vision, one that included empire and world trade.
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